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TWENTIETH CENTURY CANNING

Great industries have developed from a housewife's ability
to do some one thing exceedingly well. Emerson's proverb might
be paraphrased to read "If a woman make the best loaf of bread,
prepare the best bottle of nectar, or put up the best jar of pre-
serves, the world will beat a path to her door though she live in
the center of the Everglades." However, in order for a woman to
achieve any measure of success in disposing of home-canned
products, she must employ improved methods; she must be
painstaking and conscientious; and she must do her work ac-
cording to scientific principles.

Possibilities for the Florida housewife are legion. She can
feed her family excellently at small cost, because, under normal
conditions, she can have vegetables growing in her garden every
day of the year. While some vegetables do not grow at all sea-
sons, the yield may be so generous that any housewife, if she
plans her time well, may save enough of the surplus to serve
her family exactly what they ought to have every day in the
year.

The women who live in the big truck and fruit growing sec-
tions of the state are indeed fortunate. At certain seasons, tons
of perfect fruits and vegetables go to waste. Women in the vicin-
ity can get these products at little or no cost.

They can easily save enough for their own household needs
and have a surplus for sale. But in order to place these home
products on the market the home canner must be "up to date,"
and it is with the idea of helping the housewife who wants to
make a little extra money, as well as to help the housewife who
wants to follow Solomon's advice to "look well to the needs of
her household" that this bulletin is prepared.

FLAVIA GLEASON,
State Home Demonstration Agent.
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CANNING A NECESSITY

Few realize the great service that canned food has rendered
and is still rendering, the human race. The human machine must
have the proper foods in the proper proportions. In the congested
sections of the great cities where thousands live on a city block,
unless foods could be secured in condensed and concentrated
forms, proper feeding would be impossible. In the day when an
automobile trip across the continent is a common occurrence,
and when men think nothing of a voyage to the frozen regions
of the North or to the torrid jungles of the South, the canned
product is a necessity. Time was when even students of dietetics
decried the use of too much canned foods, but recent research
has brought to light the fact that canned food is sometimes even
richer in vitamine content than that of the same foods cooked
by the open kettle method in the home kitchen.

The commercial canning industry has made marvelous strides
in recent years. It is working more and more toward grade and
quality and is using only the very best that the field can pro-
duce. The grading of the raw product is done by persons of ex-
perience, and that which is not desirable is rejected by the can-
ners. Sometimes the rejected products are taken to the green
grocery to be sold to the consumer of fresh fruits and vege-
tables. The raw product that is considered acceptable for can-
ning is washed and prepared under such strictly sanitary meth-
ods that it often excels in quality and healthfulness all products
of home canning. The canners claim that no home can afford to
equip with the same scientific machinery as that which the can-
neries must of necessity install.

The canners tell us that their products are picked at the
moment of perfect ripeness, scientifically cleaned and put under
seal before flavor and freshness have had a chance to feel the
withering touch of time.

There is no reason why the home canning should be any less
scientifically done or that the home canner should be any less
careful in her selection of products or methods of work than
the man who makes canning his vocation.
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Many women have not learned the satisfaction that comes
year after year from replenishing the pantry shelves with home-
grown products, furnishing the family with a more healthful
and varied menu, nor have many women appreciated the oppor-
tunities that the great tourist trade offers to the women who
make canning an art. On the other hand, there are a few women
in Florida, who (because they have studied canning, have put
into it thought and care and have worked to develop a product
that would rank with the best) have built up profitable indus-
tries in their own kitchens.

Haphazard canning, like haphazard farming, brings little satis-
faction. Many women can entirely too much. They can every-
thing in sight, and have on their hands a surplus of canned
fruits and vegetables that they cannot use. Quantity means
more to them than quality.

The home canner should study the food needs of her family.
She should consider what fresh fruits and vegetables will be
available each month in the year, and can for one season the
foods that will be scarce another season. Each housewife should
prepare a canning budget.

PLAN BEFORE YOU CAN

The canning budget should be planned with the All-Year
Garden Program in mind. The all-year garden and orchard plan
is made with a thought of the need for variety in the daily diet,
and a consideration of quantity so as to insure a minimum of
two fresh vegetables, or the equivalent-besides potatoes, rice
or grits-every day of the 365 days of the year.

It is necessary, therefore, to estimate how many days in the
year these vegetables and fruits may be had fresh and figure
from that how much will be needed for the remainder of the
time.

It is very difficult to say just how many pints or quarts of
this vegetable or that fruit one should can, for it is impossible to
forecast exactly what the Florida seasons will bring forth and
to know exactly what vegetables and fruits will be available at
each season from one's garden and orchard.

There are many times when the Florida market is literally
flooded with certain fruits and vegetables that are fresh and
cheap. Then there are other times when these particular fruits
and vegetables are scarce. The provident housewife studies these
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conditions and plans her canning budget accordingly, to avoid
an over-supply or a scarcity.

Tomatoes should always be canned generously, not only be-
cause of their nutritional value but also because they can be
served in a number of ways without wearying the tastes of the

family-in purees, soup mixtures, canned whole, preserved,
small or broken ones made into chili sauce and green ones dilled.
Besides tomatoes, young tender snap beans, young English peas,
young butter beans, okra, carrots, beets, spinach and other
greens may be used in many ways as a valuable supplement to
the garden.

SUGGESTIVE FRUIT CANNING BUDGET
r- a)

Variety of Fruit 0w - • a ,

e O U a
) 6

Blue, Black, Dew, Straw,
Elder and Mulberry . 1 6 6 8 3 .........

F igs ................................... 1 1 8 5 ..............

Grapefruit x ...- . 1 6-8 4 4 (pts.) 4 (pts.)I

Guavas x ........................ 2 6 6 8 6 ...

Peaches .............................. 2 2 10 8 .... 7

Pears ........ ....................... 1 2 10 8 4 ....
Plums--

Wild and cultivated .. 1 3 9 8 2 ..............

Fruit Juices-
Roselle, Grape x2-, etc. 3-4 ........... 10 6 39 .........

Tomatoes ............................ 3 .............. 6 8 9 ..

NOTE:-The quantities given in the last column should be multiplied
by the number of persons in the family. Other fruits, of course, are avail-
able in different parts of the state, and all may be had for longer or shorter
periods according to seasons and localities; change to suit your conditions.
Vegetables may be figured the same way. Allow at least 14 servings of
vegetables per week for each person. The amount needed to be canned for
use out of season may be easily estimated.

x-Grapefruit to be canned in pints.
xl-Period obtainable varies over south Florida.
x2-Depending on concentration of juice.
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No standard budget would fit the needs of every housewife
in every section of the state. The following questions would help

in making out a budget.

How many months in the year do I have an abundance of

fresh fruits and vegetables readily available?

How many cans of fruit and vegetables did I purchase from
the store?

How many times a week, then, will it be necessary to serve

canned fruit and vegetables? (Counting one-half cup as a serv-

ing, figure how many quarts will be needed.)

WHY FOODS SPOIL

When food materials ferment or decay, it is because of the

growth of certain microscopic, living organisms.

These are divided into three groups: molds, yeasts, and bac-

teria. Examples are: the blue-green mold of spoiled fruits, jelly

or cheese; the yeast used in bread making; and the bacteria of

the scum or "mother" of vinegar.

Molds:-While molds grow rapidly on the surface of many

food materials and even on leather and cloth in the form of

"mildew," they do not give much trouble in canning by modern

methods.

Yeasts:-There are many kinds of yeasts. Their activities

cause the swelling and souring of canned fruits, preserves, and

vegetables and the putrefying of meats. Acidity is favorable to

yeasts and molds. Fruits may therefore spoil by yeast fermenta-

tion or become moldy. But yeasts, like molds, are usually killed

by heating for a short time and so give comparatively little

trouble in canning.

Bacteria:-The destruction of bacteria is quite a different

matter. They are much smaller than molds or yeasts and are

much more likely to cause trouble in canning. Bacteria prefer

a medium (food) with little or no acid. When vegetables or

meats decay, it is usually due to the action of bacteria.

Bacteria multiply with astonishing rapidity, especially in a

dark, warm, moist place. Many bacteria, yeasts, and molds can-

not grow except in the presence of air or oxygen, but there are

many varieties of bacteria which grow very well indeed in the
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sealed can or jar after all the air or oxygen it is possible to
take out, has been removed.

STERILIZATION

The killing of all germs present is called sterilization. In can-
ning, this is done by heating. The product to be preserved is
placed in the jar or can, made air-tight, and then heated to a
temperature fatal to all the bacteria it contains. No spoiling
can then take place until the vessel is opened, as bacteria cannot
enter sealed cans or jars. Molds and yeasts are quickly killed
at temperatures below 212 degrees F., the boiling point of wa-
ter-mostly at 150 and 180 degrees F. But bacteria occurring
on vegetables are much harder to kill, since many of them, when
unfavorable conditions arise, can go into a so-called spore form,
a form which is very difficult to kill. These heat-resistant forms
are sensitive to acidity and cannot grow in fruit juices. Hence,
it is vegetables, excepting tomatoes, that are well suited to the
growth of the heat resistant bacteria, and to sterilize these vege-
tables the steam pressure cooker is used, in order to reach a
temperature above 212 degrees F. (boiling).

Heating fruit juices to 212 degrees F. or higher always
changes the flavor. As a rule the change is not desirable. How-
ever, by careful handling and by heating at the lowest tempera-
ture that will insure sterilization, it is possible to keep the
original character and flavor to a large degree. Most fruit juices
can be safely sterilized at temperatures of from 165 to 175 de-
grees Fahrenheit.

CANNING EQUIPMENT

Take stock of equipment, as well as supplies needed for can-
ning.

Plan for convenient equipment and arrangement-clean sur-
roundings, well screened; plenty of hot and cold water. Elabo-
rate, expensive equipment is not needed, little more than should
be found in any well-appointed kitchen.

Shallow trays, pans, bowls and vegetable brushes are needed
for grading, sorting and washing; colanders or sieves for wash-
ing and draining berries; sharp paring knives for peeling and
cutting, a silver knife for the fruit that discolors with the use
of steel, or a "stainless" steel knife.

h
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Jar fillers, funnels, and flexible wooden or metal spatulas are
all great conveniences in filling jars and bottles. Some sort of

Sjar lifter is essential, or a wire basket
that makes it possible to lift a large
number of jars in and out of the canner

at one time. These baskets can be made
at home or by a tinner at small expense.
Half-pint and pint size measuring cups,
teaspoons, tablespoons, clock and scales
all aid in securing accurate results. A
food chopper that delivers its contents

s into one vessel without a drip,
is a good investment. Like-
wise a dilver.Fig. 1.-A funnel is an ef-

ficient aid in filling jars. A dilver, or a fruit press,
is a valuable piece of equipment, especially in South Florida, if
used only for work with guavas. The dilver serves as a fruit or
vegetable press, sieve, colander and ricer. A wash boiler, lard
tin, peanut butter tin, or any vessel large enough to hold a con-
venient number of jars is required for processing fruits and
tomatoes. It should be provided with a rack and a cover and
should be deep enough to allow water to cover jars to a depth
of at least one inch. The rack or false bottom may be made of
wooden strips or of strong wire
netting, which is raised an inch or
so above the bottom of the vessel,
thus allowing a full circulation of
water under jars. The water bath
or wash boiler method is prefer-
able to the pressure cooker for -

canning all fruit and tomatoes.

OPERATIONS OF -

WASH BOILER METHOD

1. Count time as soon as wa-
ter reaches the boiling point.
Keep boiling at a moderate, l
rather than a vigorous rate. Fig. 2.-A dilver.

2. Have water well over tops of cans or jars.
3. Remove the cans or jars as soon as time is up. Tighten
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covers immediately without lifting the lid, if not completely
sealed before processing. Test for leaks.

4. Cool jars quickly, but do not allow a draft as the jars
may crack in quick contraction, as a result of too rapid cooling.
If tins are used, plunge immediately in cold water.

If an imperfect seal is discovered within a day after a jar
has cooled, open it and use contents, if good; discard if not good.
It is not wise to reprocess after the contents have cooled, as
this overcooks the food.

STEAM PRESSURE CANNER

The steam pressure canner, or cooker, is recommended for
use in processing the non-acid vegetables, which are difficult to
keep, as well as for the canning of meats, fish, sea food, and poul-
try. Those who can these materials should equip themselves
with pressure cookers, not only because of the great saving of
time, energy and fuel, but especially because of the greater se-
curity afforded through cooking at a high temperature these
products so difficult to can.

Fig. 3.-Three types and sizes of steam pressure canner.s

Pressure cookers, or steam pressure canners, range in size
from the small one which will contain only three quart jars, to
the factory sizes, which have a capacity of thousands of cans
per day. Pressure cookers for family use may vary in price from
$10 to $36, depending upon size and make desired.

The steam pressure canner is constructed of strong material
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and provided with a tightly fitting lid which when clamped in
place makes it possible to hold steam under pressure and obtain
a correspondingly high temperature-ranging from 212 degrees
to 274 degrees F. Each steam pressure outfit is equipped with a
pressure gauge, which registers the pressure in pounds and the
corresponding temperature, a safety valve, and, usually, a steam
pet-cock. It may be easily regulated so as to maintain the de-
sired pressure and temperature and can be used for cooking as
well as for canning.

In the use of the steam pressure canner, the products prop-
erly prepared and packed into containers, are cooked under a
pressure of from 5 to 15 pounds of steam. This means a tem-
perature of 229 to 250 degrees F. All organisms in both the
active and spore forms are destroyed in a relatively short time
under high temperatures.

Non-acid vegetables and meats are usually cooked under a
steam pressure of 10 pounds or 240 degrees F. This temperature
applied for the proper length of time will not injure the quality
of the product, and will destroy all harmful organisms.

This is the method employed by commercial canners for all
meats and all vegetables, except tomatoes.

Processing is the most important operation in canning. No
matter how carefully all other steps may have been performed,
if the processing is not thorough, if all organisms are not killed,
or rendered harmless, the material will spoil. But where all bac-
teria, yeasts and molds present in the food and in the can are
destroyed, and where the can is sealed air-tight, so that no new
organisms can enter, the food cannot fail to keep. If either one
is partially done, it cannot fail to spoil.

OPERATION OF STEAM PRESSURE METHOD

1. Fill pressure cooker with water to a depth of two inches.
Heat. Place properly packed jars or sealed tins on rack.

2. When canner is filled, place cover in position with the
mark on the cover and canner in conjunction. Fasten moderately
tight, one pair at a time-the pair of clamps which are placed
opposite each other; then go back over the whole set of clamps,
tightening each pair fully.

3. See that no steam escapes anywhere except at the pet-
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cock when it is open. Allow the petcock to remain open until the
steam escapes with a hissing noise, then close.

4. Allow temperature to rise until the gauge registers the
desired pressure. Usually 5 to 10 pounds pressure is sufficient
for canning.

5. Count time from moment desired pressure is reached and
regulate fire to maintain that pressure. Fluctuations in pressure
when canning in glass, as from 10 pounds to 7 pounds and back
again to 10 pounds are very likely to result in loss of liquid from
the jar. The steam formed under the liquid upon sudden reduc-
tion of pressure cannot escape enough through the narrow space

between cover and rubber, and it "boils up" so furiously that
it pushes the liquid out of the jar. This is likely to happen with

any sudden drop in pressure. It is especially likely to happen if
the pressure is allowed to go so high that the safety valve re-
leases the steam rapidly.

6. Lack of liquor in canned products may be due also to in-
sufficient pre-cooking; to failure to expel all air from spaces

among particles of product when the jar was filled with liquor;

to improper packing of jar, i. e., packing loosely in bottom and
tightly near top.

7. Uniform pressure may be maintained by turning the gas,
or kerosene flame up or down, as need arises; or in case of wood
stove, by moving the canner further from flame to retard heat.

8. Remove canner from fire at end of processing period. If
glass jars are used, let pressure run down to zero before pet-cock
is opened. If opened before pressure falls to zero, the jars will
lose a part or all of their liquid contents. Also if the canner is
opened before the pressure has fallen to zero, steam may scald
the operator. If tin cans are used, the release cock may be
opened full and when pressure has fallen to zero, cans may be
removed and plunged immediately in water to cool. As glass
jars are lifted from the processer, they should be set on a dry
table and the seal completed by pushing the side clamp down.

CONTAINERS TO USE IN CANNING

GLASS JARS

The lightening jar, or E. Z. Seal, is recommended. This is an
all glass jar, with a wire bale over top, simple of construction,
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S which may be used over and over. Their great initial
cost is offset by this advantage. When the product
is to be sold, it is usually necessary to use cans un-
less an unusually high quality is demanded and a
price sufficient to cover extra cost of jars can be
obtained.

The essential thing in a jar is that it gives a
perfect seal. Hence, all jars, before being filled,
should be tested and the imperfect ones discarded.

S First, examine for cracks, nicks and bubble holes.
Next examine the surface upon which the lid or
cover makes its contact with the jar, where the
seal will be made. Both the top of the jar and the
lid should feel smooth to the touch and should form
a perfect plane.

Test for Seal:-Partially fill jar with warm wa-
ter, adjust rubber and lid and seal jar. Invert and
shake vigorously. If no water escapes, the jar has

S a perfect seal and is suitable to use in canning.
When the clamp is adjusted, it should slip into the
notch on the cover with a slight snap. (If too loose,
it may slip off during processing and the contents
of the jar will be spoiled.) Remove the bale from
the jar, bend it downward slightly in the middle,
then bend the sides in to fit the jar. Replace and
test again. If the bale is too tight, the cover may be
broken while processing. Never use two rubbers to
tighten clamp. Instead adjust the bales as directed.
If jars have been stored in damp place and the bales
have become rusted, new ones may be purchased
from the factory to replace the old ones.

Rubbers: The rubber is the most important fac-
tor in securing a perfect seal. Only the best new
rubbers should be used. Never use rubbers a sec-
ond year. A good rubber is soft and elastic and
should stretch twice its length and return to
normal size.

Fig. 4.-Stan-
dard con- TIN CANS
tainers used

Rme orid Canning in tin should be more popular than it is,
"onstration now that we have the sanitary type tin can and anwork.
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easily operated sealing machine on the market. It is often quite
feasible for several families to join in the purchase and use of
a sealer. The cost is approximately $20.

Some of the many advantages of canning in tin are:
No danger of breaking, no loss of liquid, ease of handling

when processing under pressure. Tin cans heat through more
quickly and may be plunged immediately into cold water. This
rapid cooling checks the cooking and produces a more desirable
product.

The large opening in the new type tin makes it easier to pack
some products in tin than in glass jars.

Fig. 5.-Small hand sealing machine for sanitary tins.

Since it is recommended that vegetables (except tomatoes) be
sterilized under steam pressure, glass jars are not satisfactory
for this use. Much of the liquid boils out of the glass jar under
steam pressure, causing the jar after sterilization to be only 3/
or I,4 filled with liquid. (These difficulties are overcome in com-
mercial canneries by the use of compressed air in the pressure
canners, but this is not feasible in the home.) Hence, sanitary
cans are really most satisfactory containers for vegetables to
be sterilized under pressure in the home.

Enamel lined tins should be used for canning red fruits, ber-
ries, beets and pumpkin as they minimize bleaching of the color
through action of the tin.
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Sealing Sanitary Tins: Very little experience is required to
obtain a perfect seal with the hand power sealers used for sani-
tary tins. The prepared food is packed boiling hot into the hot,
washed can, and boiling hot syrup, or other liquid is added to
fill tin within 1/4 inch of the top. When food is packed cold
in the can, commercial canners heat the can and contents in live
steam or hot water for from 4 to 10 minutes before sealing, in
order to expel the air from the food and liquid. While such pre-
liminary treatment is desirable, it is not essential in home can-
ning, provided the can is filled with boiling liquid and sealed at
once.

MARKING CANS AND JARS

All containers should be plainly marked with name and grade
of the product. India ink, or canners' ink, is used satisfactorily
for marking tins, as it stands hot water. Also wax pencils are
specially made for writing on tin and glass. After sterilization,
gummed labels may be used. All lots should be dated so that the
containers of each lot may be identified later, and a short record
giving the time of pre-cook and sterilization in each case should
be kept for future reference. Such labeling and records will be
found very valuable in locating the cause of spoilage, should
this occur, and in tabulating helpful reference material.

STORAGE AND SPOILAGE

Before a canned product is put upon the market, it should be
stored at least a month to see if it will show spoilage, since it
is better to have the cans spoil in the store-room than in the
purchaser's pantry or grocer's shelf. Sometimes with an inex-
perienced operator, leaks will occur around the seam of sanitary
cans. Leaks, however, can be detected by bubbles appearing
when the cans are dropped into hot water. Leaks permit air
to enter, and the air brings with it "germs" which cause the
fruit or other product to ferment or spoil and produce a gas
that causes the cans to swell. Glass jars should be kept wrapped
to exclude light. All products should be stored in a dry, cool
place.

Spoiled cans or jars of food should never be tasted or used.
They may be deadly poisonous. Do not feed spoiled foods to poul-
try or animals-it may poison them.
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USING THE HOT PACK METHOD IN CANNING

The newer method in canning is called "hot pack." In this a
short pre-cooking of the vegetables, or fruit, is substituted for
the formerly recommended blanching. Some of the cooking wa-
ter, or syrup, is used to fill the jar and this is then processed.
The difference between the "cold pack" and the "hot pack" is
that the "cold dip" is omitted and in place of blanching in a
large amount of water, the product is pre-cooked in a small
amount of liquid usually until it boils, and is thoroughly wilted
and shrunken. This facilitates packing and any enclosed air is
driven out. This method insures safer keeping because the fruit
or vegetable is not allowed to become cold between the time of
pre-cooking and processing; gives maximum temperature in the
jar sooner; and therefore results in better sterilization of the
product. Also there is no loss of valuable mineral salts as oc-
curs when the blanching and cold dip is practiced. This saving
of valuable nutrients is of great importance.

Steps in Hot Pack Canning: Select only fresh, sound products.
Can as soon as picked-do not let stand over night. To avoid
undue heat keep products in cool place while waiting to be can-
ned. Grade for size, color and degree of ripeness. Do not can
young, tender vegetables with older ones; the one would be over-
cooked before the other is thoroughly processed. Over-ripe
fruit may disintegrate, spoiling appearance of the product and
leaving the liquid cloudy. Over-ripe, but sound fruit, should
be used in jams rather than for canning. For choice products,
fruits and vegetables must be in prime condition.

Preparation for Canning: Clean products carefully, shell,
pare, scrape, core, seed, slice, according to fruit or vegetable
used and the purpose for which it is to be canned. Peaches and
tomatoes are scalded until skin slips easily and then are quickly
dipped in cold water.

Pre-cooking is heating the fruit or vegetables in a syrup,
steam or boiling water for a short time before processing.

Packing: Have jars in canner when the water is put on to
heat, first putting on rubber ring. Leave in boiling water and
take jars out only as needed to fill.

The jar is more easily and completely sealed if clamp is
tightened before processing, if product is well shrunken and
packed boiling hot.
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Pack immediately after their preparation is finished. Select
for uniformity in size and quality, and arrange for a symmetri-
cally placed and attractive pack. For placing product in jar a
slender, flexible reed paddle is useful. Fill jar as packed with
boiling liquid or syrup in which the vegetable or fruit is pre-
cooked. Remove all air bubbles.

Processing: Processing is the method of heating a product
in partially or completely sealed containers in boiling water or
steam, resulting in a product that will be attractive and will
keep for an indefinite length of time.

SYRUPS FOR CANNING FRUITS

Syrup is used to secure a good color, preserve texture and to
keep the natural flavor of the fruit. Using fruit juice instead of

water emphasizes the flavor of the fruit and fur-
ther helps to preserve, not to color the fruit. For

S all practical purposes, syrups for canning may be
Sprepared with the following proportion of sugar and

water: Light syrup, 1 cup sugar to 4 cups water;
medium, 1 cup sugar to 2 cups water; heavy, 11/2
cups sugar to 1 cup water. Add sugar to water (or
fruit juice), bring to boil, strain to remove solid
impurities and use boiling hot. When measuring
sugar, see that it is well settled in cup and slightly
rounded. So measured, 1 cup will equal weight of
1 cup water.

The proper method of expressing syrups is in
terms of percent of sugar. This may be determined
by means of a special kind of hydrometer known
as a Saccharimeter.

Which syrup to use depends upon (a) acidity of
fruit, (b) family preference, (c) the amount of fruit
packed into the jar.

The amount of syrup required to pack a quart of
fruit will depend largely upon the size of fruit or

Fig. 6.-A hy- pieces of fruit and the closeness of the pack. One
die meeter cup to 11/4 cups may be allowed for one quart. This
measuring will serve as a guide to the beginner in making
glass) for
sugar or syrups.

himeter. All fruits intended for desserts should be canned
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in syrup (even fruits for salads usually take at least a light
syrup). The syrup should be of such density and of such quan-
tity as to give a sub-acid taste without obscuring any of the
natural flavor and aroma of the fruit.

Fruit intended for cooking purposes may be canned, if de-
sired, without sugar. Sugar is not used to preserve the fruit,
but to bring out the flavor and to improve the taste. A No. 1
syrup may be used where heavier syrups are quoted.

SUGAR SYRUPS

Sugar Water Syrup Syrup
Parts Parts Percent of Sugar Parts

1 4 20 4.5

1 2-% 30 2.7

1 1 50 2.7

1-% 1 60 1.7

Cane and Beet Sugar: Tests have proven that beet sugar
gives results equal to cane sugar in jellies and preserves. It is
used by many canners and preservers.

Canning in Juice: Fruits with very abundant juice can be
canned in a syrup made simply by putting the sugar on top of
the fruit and letting it stand over night. The rich syrup which
has developed, is strained off, heated, or cooked down to desired
consistency and used as other syrups.

WHY FRUITS FLOAT IN THE JAR

Some fruits such as strawberries, guavas, and soft, juicy
plums contain much air and undergo considerable shrinkage
when heated. They give up a large portion of their juice, and
the shrunken fruit rises to the top of the jar. Often the lower
half or even two-thirds of the jar contains juice only, while the
shriveled fruits fill the upper half or third.

When fruits are canned in syrup which is too heavy, the syrup
extracts, through osmosis, a large portion of the juice from the
fruit, causing it to shrink and float to the top of the jar.
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When fruits (also tomatoes) are over-processed, the cell

structure is broken down, causing the fruits to break up or to

shrink. In either event, the fruit becomes lighter than the syrup

or juice, and consequently it will float to the top of the jar.

If given the proper preliminary pre-cook or shrinkage in the

syrups best adapted to their texture, peaches, pears, plums,

Surinam cherries, guavas, and all berries except strawberries

will be evenly distributed throughout the jar.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR CANNING BERRIES

AND FRUITS

BERRIES

Dewberries, blackberries, blueberries, elderberries and mul-

berries take practically the same method of canning. The con-

dition of the fruit will have much to do with the quality of the

product. Berries should be gathered in shallow trays or baskets,

and not in deep baskets or buckets, which allow them to be

bruised or crushed. They should be uniformly ripe and sound

and as large as possible. Sort carefully and wash by placing a

shallow layer of fruit in colander or strainer and dip in and out

of water. Do not let stand in water. Remove hulls and stems.

Pack in hot clean jars as closely as possible without crushing.

Do this by putting a few in a jar at a time and gently pressing

into place, layer by layer, until full. Fill jar with medium syrup,

hot. Process pint jars in water bath 10 to 12 minutes; quart

jars 12 to 20 minutes. Remove jars; seal at once.

If, in making syrup for berries, berry juice is used in place of

water, the product will be better in both color and flavor. If tin

is used for canning berries, lacquered tin should be used.

CHERRIES-(SURINAM OR FLORIDA)

Prepare thin or medium syrup as preferred. Select fine, ripe
fruit-that which will drop into hand when lightly touched.

Wash, cut off blossoms, remove pits. Pre-cook 1 to 2 minutes in

boiling water. Pack hot in jars, add medium syrup, and process
in water bath 16 minutes. Cherries tend to shrivel in heavy syrup,
without preliminary blanch or pre-cook. Water used in the pre-
cook should be used for making syrup.
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FIGS

Figs must be gathered firm, ripe, in shallow baskets and can-
ned without delay. They should be given a preliminary, open
kettle cooking of some sort to remove any objectionable flavor
of the raw fruit, to soften the fruit, to facilitate packing a well-
filled jar or can and to improve appearance.

Grade for size and wash. Pre-cook figs in water, 2 to 6 min-
utes. Place in cans or jars, steam 30 minutes. Add heavy syrup,
and process one and one-half to two hours at boiling. Steriliza-
tion must be long enough to overcome the "raw" appearance
(chalky, white color); or after first preliminary cooking, figs
may have heavy syrup added at once and be processed as already
described.

The resulting product should be of tender texture, plump, un-
broken, translucent in appearance, and with a syrup in can or
jar that will test 35 to 40 degrees, Balling hydrometer. All open
kettle boiling should be slow and should be done in small lots in
order that as few of the figs as possible be broken.

If water is drained from figs after pre-cooking, about 10 per-
cent fruit sugar is lost, therefore, this water should be used
for making up the heavy syrup (50°-550 Balling) used in can-
ning.

It has been demonstrated by the commercial canners that
there is a much greater potential demand for figs canned in a
syrup of medium sugar concentration than for the time-hon-
ored fig preserves usual in the South. While fig preserves are
popular and appeal to most palates, they are extremely sweet;
and on this account only a small quantity can be eaten at a time.
Also they are relatively expensive. On the other hand, figs can-
ned in light or medium syrup, are not excessively sweet and not
unduly costly. They make a delightful breakfast fruit as well
as a dessert when served with cream cheese.

Fig Spread: This is made from the broken figs or over-ripe
stock. Clip off stems, run through coarse food grinder. Measure.
Place in heavy aluminum kettle, and cook until thickened. Add
¼l to % measure of sugar to one measure of fig pulp and cook to
221 degrees F. Pack in hot jars, seal and process by boiling 5
minutes. This makes a most wholesome "spread" for lunches
and may also be used for cake filling and ice cream.
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Over-ripe figs also may be pre-cooked in open kettle, without
sugar, packed solid in jars, and sterilized for use in baking and
for making ice cream.

FRUIT FOR SALAD

There are combinations of fruit which make an attractive
pack and which make a convenient product to have on hand,
ready to serve as a fruit cocktail, a salad or for dessert.

The following are suggestive mixtures:
(a) Grapefruit, mango, pineapple, papaya and Surinam

cherries, or gooseberries; guavas, grapefruit, pineapple, and
peaches, for South Florida.

(b) Pears, peaches, figs, Scuppernong grapes for North
Florida.

It is not necessary to use all of these in a mixture nor to be
limited to these; and since the various fruits may not ripen at
the same time, the combinations can be made, when and where
convenient, from previously canned stock.

Mixed fruits intended to be used for salads or as dessert, are
prepared to make a fine appearance, from pieces which are not
too large, which are well trimmed and which are nearly perfect
in form and color. The syrup is preferably a light or medium
degree so as not to suppress the natural flavor, and this consti-
tutes the main difference between fruit prepared for a salad
and that for a dessert. Only such combinations should be used
as will give a good appearance and flavor. Cook each fruit sepa-
rately in light syrup, pack attractively, cover with syrup and
process long enough to heat thoroughly, 10 to 16 minutes.

GRAPEFRUIT

Wash and dry ripe, sound grapefruit. With a sharp knife, re-
move all peeling and rag. There are different methods of doing
this. A method used in one grapefruit factory is to cut a slice
from both ends of the unpeeled fruit, cutting into the flesh or
"hearts." Then cut off the rest of the peel and rag in wide slices,
cutting from one end to the other. When this operation is com-
pleted, you have in your hand a juicy ball, minus all rag, with
all the "hearts" exposed. It is then an easy matter to run the
blades of a knife, or better yet, a pliable, flexible bamboo paddle,
between each "heart" and separate the segments from the rest
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of the membrane or rag. It is possible in this way to remove
every "heart" entirely whole, free from all rag and seed. The
seed remain attached to the core.

With the "hearts" free from rag and seed, pack solidly in a
sterilized fruit jar or No. 2 tin, adding 1 teaspoon of sugar to
a pint when half full; or 1 teaspoon of heavy sugar syrup to
bottom of jar; or one-fourth teaspoon salt may be substituted
for the sugar.

When jar is full, adjust rubber, cover and process 30 minutes
at 180 degrees F. If canning in tin, exhaust for 3 minutes,
then process as above. Store in cool, dry place.

If "hearts" are packed sufficiently tight in jars, they will be
solid and tight at the close of the processing.

We speak of using "culls" for canning purposes. By "culls"
we mean sound, ripe fruit, free from all decay, but they may be
under-sized, oversized, or mis-shapen in some way.

Grapefruit (canned) is commonly found in No. 2 tins. It is
becoming more popular as a canned fruit in its ready-to-serve
form. The "hearts" are excellent for salads and for desserts.

GUAVAS

There are several ways of canning guavas. They may be can-
ned whole, peeled or unpeeled; may be halved, seeds removed by
means of the dilver or a fruit press, and this pulp returned to
halves and cooked with them; or shells and pulp may be cooked
separately.

Wash, remove blossom end. Peel, if skin is blemished in any
way. Cook 2 to 3 minutes (according to size and ripeness of
fruit) in boiling thin or medium syrup. This preliminary cooking
is given in order to have full pack when processing is completed.
If "peach" pack is desired and guavas are large and thick
meated, halves may be packed in jars, after very slight pre-cook,
in over-lapping layers; the concave surface of each half should
be downward and the blossom end should face the glass; adding
a tablespoon of syrup with each layer. Process 16 to 20 minutes.

Guava Sauce: Wash fruit and remove blossom end and any
blemishes on skin. Run through dilver to remove seed. Measure.
Cook in heavy aluminum kettle until somewhat thickened. Add
2 cups sugar (according to acidity of fruit) to 4 cups of pulp
and cook rapidly again for about 10 minutes, stirring often. Pour
into hot jars, put immediately into boiling water bath and pro-
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cess five minutes. This is excellent for pudding sauces, short
cakes, cobblers, gelatine desserts, or ice cream.

GRAPES

Use firm but fully ripe fruit. Weigh, wash, separate skins

and pulps. Place hulls in kettle, adding 1 cup water for each 6
pounds fruit. Cook covered, until hulls are quite tender and wa-
ter evaporated. Heat pulps and juice in another kettle until soft
enough to liberate seed. Put through colander or fruit press.

Combine pulp and hulls, add one pound sugar to each six pounds
fruit. Bring slowly to boil, and boil 4 to 5 minutes. Pack in hot

jars, seal and process five minutes. This makes a most whole-
some "spread" for lunches and may be used for cake filling and

ice cream.
Whole Grapes.-Select firm, ripe grapes. Slit on one side hori-

zontally with small, sharp pointed knife, then brush out seed

with the point. Pack seeded whole grapes, cold in jars. Pour

over them a heavy syrup (measure for measure). Let stand 1/2

hour; refill if necessary; adjust rubber and top; leaving bale

up. Steam jars until fruit is softened but fruit unbroken; add-

ing more syrup if needed, and seal boiling hot. The time for

steaming varies with the variety. The Scuppernong requires ap-

proximately an hour; the James, 11/ hours; and the Thomas,

fully 2 hours.
If, when fruit is cold, the grapes have risen in jars, open and

release air; process 10 minutes and seal. Many think these make

delicious canned product, quite equal to the Northern canned

cherry. Seed may be left in, but if so, slit each grape in order

that syrup may penetrate and so prevent the grapes from shriv-

elling.
LOQUAT OR JAPAN PLUM

The loquat is one of Florida's most beautiful ornamentals and

produces the most delectable fruit of a slightly tart, yet sweet

flavor. The fruit may be used fresh, or in any product of cook-

ery or canning.
Pick from the tree only when thoroughly ripe. Remove stem,

blossom end, and seed, or can with seed left in (seed are objec-

tionable only because of space consumed). Give 2 to 4 minutes

pre-cook in light or medium syrup, depending on acidity of fruit,

this varying with varieties. Pack in jar, process quarts 20 min-

utes.
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Loquat Sauce: Prepare loquats by removing blossom ends,
stems, and seeds. Run through food chopper using medium
blade. Measure. Add 1 cup of water to 4 cups loquat. Cook until
tender, adding more water if needed. When tender add 1 cup
sugar, cook five minutes. Pour in hot jars and seal. Process im-
mediately, five minutes at boiling.

MANGOES

If fruits of the seedling type are used for canning, they will
have to be selected before they show color, as otherwise the
stringy fibre will be objectionable. If these are used, peel, slice
in convenient pieces, immerse in medium syrup for 1 to 2 min-
utes or until pliable, pack in jars, boil syrup until heavy, and
strain over fruit. Process immediately 16 to 20 minutes at boil-
ing. If the finer, budded varieties are used, select at the stage of
best flavor and handle as you would freestone peaches.

Mangoes, unlike other fruit, may be used at any stage of
growth and be found delicious at any and all stages. There are
endless ways of preparation-jelly, butters, preserves, sweet
pickles, and relishes. The mango forms the basis of most chut-
neys of the East India type.

PEACHES

Before preparing fruit, make thin or medium syrup, allowing
one cup of liquid for each quart jar. If the almond flavor is de-
sired, a few pits may be boiled in a small amount of water and
this water used in making the syrup to give the desired flavor.
Sort fruit, using only firm, ripe, sound peaches for canning. Put
aside the soft, broken or extra ripe ones for jam or butter. Im-
merse peaches in boiling water for about 1 minute or until skins
will slip easily. Plunge in cold water 1 minute. Remove skins,
cut into halves, and discard seed. Peaches will pack better if
dropped in hot syrup long enough to render pliable, about two
minutes. Remove at once and pack in hot jars. If little juice is
desired, place the halves in overlapping layers, the concave sur-
face of each half being downward and the blossom end facing
the glass. As each layer is built up, add a tablespoon of the syrup,
paddling carefully to remove air bubbles. Process quarts 22 min-
utes if fruit is quite firm, or 16 minutes if riper and more ten-
der. Clingstones require about 10 minutes longer time than free-
stone peaches.
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The peach season is not very long, hence, it behooves all peach
lovers to make the most of it.

Sweet Spiced Peaches: Put in kettle 31/2 pounds of sugar, 1
pint vinegar, 1 pint water, 1/ ounce ginger root, 1/½ ounce whole
cloves, 1 ounce stick cinnamon. Bring mixture to boil. Let
stand over night to absorb spice flavor. Strain and add boiling
hot to jar or can; or preferably, pour over prepared peaches and
let stand over night. Then drain off, boil again and add to
peaches that have been packed in the jar. Process 12 to 16 min-
utes.

PEARS

Peel, leave whole or cut in halves and remove core. When
packed whole, leave stems on. Cook from 5 to 10 minutes, accord-
ing to size, in a medium syrup until barely flexible. This pre-
liminary cook is necessary in order to make full pack. When
packed whole, if pears are small, place each layer, stems up;
let the second row fill the spaces between the two stems. For
larger pears, pack the first layer with stems up, second layer
with stems down, and continue to alternate up and down, adding
the hot syrup (strained) as the layers are built up. Process
quarts 16 to 20 minutes, depending on length of pre-cook.

If pears are canned in tin, plunge immediately into cold water
and cool as quickly as possible, otherwise, fruit may turn pink in
color and this would debar them from commercial markets. Bet-
ter quality pears can be obtained when canned in tin than in
glass because of the quicker cooling. If additional flavor, as
lemon or ginger, is desired for canned pears, add to syrup at
beginning of pre-cook. Then add a decoration of the sliced lemon
or ginger root in packing the jar.

Canned Baked Pears: Select medium sized pears, remove only
blossom end, and stem. Place in baking pan with a small amount
of water; cook covered until somewhat tender. Remove cover;
brown lightly with or without sugar, pack into jars; and process
20 to 30 minutes. Serve with or without a caramel sauce. This
dish is delicious and wholesome.

Compote of Pears: Off sized or mal-formed pears may be
sliced, steamed in their own juices, and canned with or without
a small amount of sugar for use in making pies, cobblers and
other desserts.

Note: Pears must be carefully gathered at the proper stage of
maturing for canning, and transported without bruising. They
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develop a better flavor and are of finer grained texture if ripened
after gathering. Fruit ripened on the tree is apt to be coarse in
texture and often softens badly around the core. Gather pears
when full size, somewhat yellow in color, but while still hard.
Hold from 4 to 8 days to ripen in a dark but well ventilated
room. Le Conte pears are an exception to this rule and if picked
when three-fourths grown, and allowed to mellow in a darkened
room, make the most delicious canned product of any of the
pears grown in Florida. The fruit will not ripen evenly and it
will be necessary to sort daily during this ripening period in
order that fruit of a prime degree of maturity for canning may
be obtained.

The Pineapple pear and the Le Conte are much more desirable
than the Kieffer, both in color and in texture, have a relatively
small number of grit cells, and are more uniform in shape.

The grading is very important and should be carefully done
in order to obtain a uniform pack. A special guarded knife is
used by commercial canners, and the peeling is done from the
stem to the blossom end and not around the pear. The core, stem,
and blossom or calyx, are removed by a loop shaped knife or
core may be removed with French potato ball cutter.

If pears are left in contact with the air for any length of time,
they oxidize and turn brown very rapidly. This difficulty can be
partially avoided by placing fruit in a dilute salt brine (2 table-
spoons salt to 1 gallon water). Brine checks the action of
oxidase, the enzyme responsible for browning.

Since the pear is low in acidity, only a medium syrup is used
for the best grade, as a heavier syrup gives too sweet a taste.
This syrup is made by boiling together one quart of sugar with
two quarts of water. Strain to remove impurities.

PINEAPPLE

Sliced: The fruit should be allowed to reach full maturity be-
fore being picked, as otherwise it lacks in flavor and fruit sugar.
Cut off the stem end and twist out the top. Place pineapple on its
side on a table and slice crosswise. Peel each slice. Cut out core
and shape the slices with a sharpened doughnut cutter or bak-
ing powder can, or cut in chunks. Cook slices in medium syrup
8 to 10 minutes. Pack in jars or enamel lined tin and process
quarts 10 minutes.

Grated: The trimmings may be ground and canned for grated
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pineapple. To 10 pounds of fruit, add 8 pounds of sugar, com-
bine and bring slowly to a boil. Pack hot in containers and pro-
cess immediately-quarts 5 minutes. This gives a fine, fresh-
fruit-flavored product that is highly delicious.

The pineapple should be well scrubbed with a brush and
washed before slicing commences and the peelings and cores
cooked together for juice to use in canning the slices, or made
into an "ade" or vinegar. Both the latter products are excellent.

PLUMS

Cultivated: Select sound, uniform plums. Prick with fork.
Let stand in hot medium syrup until cool. Pack in jars as firmly
as possible without crushing; add syrup, somewhat concentrated,
and process quarts 12 to 15 minutes.

Wild: Select well ripened but not over-ripe fruit. Wash and
drain. Prepare medium syrup and, when boiling, add plums.
Cover and remove from fire. When cold, or preferably the next
day, drain off juice, bring to a boil and boil 10 minutes; add
plums and again set aside. When cold, if plums are tender and
slightly transparent and syrup somewhat heavy, pour into hot,
sterilized jars, seal and simmer pint jars 5 minutes. These
plums, with their peculiar acidity and tang of the skin, are not
only fine for canning but for juice, jelly, and butter making.

ROSELLE OR "JELLY" OKRA

Pick calyces as soon as they are full grown in order to get
best flavor and jellying quality, as well as to further extend
the roselle season from November to well into February-pro-
viding, of course, there are no frosts.

Roselle Sauce: When served as sauce, use equal measures of
calyces (with seed removed) and water. Cook gently until ten-
der in open kettle. Sweeten lightly, bring to boil again, pack at

once into hot containers, place in water bath (at boiling) and
process quarts 8 to 12 minutes. If a smooth product is desired
rub through a fruit press before sugar is added.

Note:-This annual has been tested sufficiently to indicate

its value and to warrant more extended cultivation in the warm-

er sections of Florida. The plant is a vigorous grower and bears

abundantly. The stems are reddish in color and branch pro-

fusely. The blossoms fade within one day and the calyces, which

are the edible portion, are ready for picking about three weeks

after the bloom appears. These are open pods, much smaller
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than the ordinary okra, bright red in color, and contain a very
pleasing and refreshing acid. Roselle practically takes the place
of cranberry, and a few bushes of this ornamental and useful
plant should be found growing in every garden in South Florida
for making "ade", sauces, and jam.

FRUIT JUICES

No single item of canning is more important than the con-
servation of fruit juices and fruit syrups. Great quantities of
fruit juices, citrus, mango, pineapple, plum, blackberry, straw-
berry and such-all wholesome and most necessary food sub-
stances-are wasted every year.

Orange Juice: There is no fruit that is more delicious to
taste or more healthful for old and young alike than fresh orange
juice. However, no satisfactory method has yet been devised
that can be used in the home for keeping orange juice any length
of time. Many companies have failed in attempts to produce
orange juice upon a commercial scale, since it does not retain
its fresh, delightful flavor in the bottle but tends in six to
eight weeks' time to develop a "stale" and disagreeable taste.

However, it may be bottled for home use if conditions war-
rant. In this case, cut the oranges in half, extract juice with
reamer to avoid getting oil from skins into the juice; or the
fruit may be peeled, crushed and pressed. Leaving the yellow
pulp in juice adds flavor. Bottle and pasteurize 30 minutes at
165 degrees F.

The use of sugar greatly decreases the tendency of orange
juice to become "stale." A mixture of sweet orange juice, lemon,
Rangpur lime, Calamondin, Seville or sour orange juice and
sugar, makes a most palatable orange juice, even after a year's
storage.

Method:-Peel, crush and press fruit. Mix in the proportion
of one part sour fruit juice to four parts sweet orange juice and
sugar in the proportion of six pounds of sugar to one gallon of
juice.

Fresh, cloudy, unfiltered juices are much superior in flavor
to the filtered juices. Bottle and pasteurize at 165 degrees F.
for 30 minutes.

To serve: Dilute with twice its volume of water, carbonated
preferred.
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Grapefruit Juice: Grapefruit juice may be bottled as success-
fully as grapefruit "hearts" have been canned. It should be-
come very popular as a "before breakfast" appetizer. As with
oranges, the juice should be extracted in such a way as to ex-
clude oil from peel and an excess of bitterness from the white
rag. There are several devices on the market for extracting
juice from grapefruit.

Grapefruit juice darkens in the bottle unless air is excluded.
This can best be done, so United States Department of Agri-
culture investigators have found, by heating the juice to 165 de-
grees to 170 degrees F. in an open aluminum vessel, and immedi-
ately filling to overflowing hot, sterile bottles with the hot juice.
Cap at once. Thus all air is excluded. Place bottled juice in
water at 165 degrees F. and hold 30 minutes to sterilize.

Other Juices: The juice of grapes, plums, pineapples, blue-
berries and other berries and fruits makes delicious, nutritious
drinks, and should be more frequently served. The flavor of
these fruits is finer if pressed from uncooked fruit and processed
at a temperature below the boiling point.

Method: Select sound, ripe fruit, crush, and heat slowly to
the simmering point (about 180 degrees F.) Strain through a
double thickness of cheesecloth. If juices free from sediment
are desired, let stand in a cool place for a few hours or over
night. Then pour off (or siphon) carefully from the dregs.

The addition of sugar to fruit juices will give a finer flavor.
It may be used in any desired proportion, a fair allowance be-
ing one cup of sugar to one gallon of juice. Fill jars to overflow-
ing with hot juice, seal and process for 30 minutes below sim-
mering point (about 180 degrees F. or a little lower than the
heat at which the fruit was cooked). If bottles are used, wash

carefully and sterilize
both bottles and corks.
Fill with hot juice, put

\ ,corks in tightly (small

I cork helps to hold them in
"place), and process. It is

best to lay bottles on sides when pro-
Fig 7.-A handy cessing. This allows for perfect sterili-

bottle capper. zation of corks and all danger from
molds is thereby avoided. Tighten
"corks, and when cool, dip in melted
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paraffin or in sealing wax. Label and store in cool, dry place.
The fruit juices will be excellent for use in gelatine desserts,

pudding sauces, ice creams and sherbets. If canned without
sugar they may be used for making jelly. The method of mak-
ing grape jelly just as it is needed, rather than during the grape
season only, does away with the tartrate crystals which are so
objectionable in it, since these crystals form only after the jelly
has stood for some time. (They will form in the juice and may
be strained out before making into jelly.)

Fruit Punch: An excellent light syrup for use in fruit punch
can be made by blending one part of sour fruit juice (lemon,
Seville orange, limequat), three parts of sweet orange juice
pressed from unpeeled fruit, and two parts of grapejuice of

high flavor or red plum juice. Use more sugar than in the or-

ange and lemon blend. Preserve by pasteurizing at 175 degrees
F. for 30 minutes.

STANDARD FOR FRUIT JUICES

A standard for clearness for fruit juices has not been defi-
nitely established. Some claim it should be brilliantly clear, while
others claim it should contain fruit pulp which renders it cloudy.

It is now customary to clarify apple juice. (The sweet apple
cider as originally known and consumed in the localities where
made, was always a turbid product.) On the other hand, orange
juice and orange substitute drinks are always sold cloudy (if
necessary, being purposely treated to make them so). Most
grape juices are sold in a more or less cloudy condition, as the
popular idea of grape juice seems to favor the cloudy type,

Super clarification is always at the expense of color and fla-
vor. In fact, fewer times a juice is handled the richer in flavor,
the better in color,-and, what is of more importance than clar-
ity, higher in nutritive value.

VINEGAR

Vinegar can be made from waste fruits, honey and juice of
the sugar cane or other material naturally containing sufficient
sugar for fermentation.

Many wild fruits, such as blackberries, blueberries, Mayhaws
and persimmons, as well as figs, grapes, oranges, peaches, pears,
pineapples and other fruits will make excellent vinegar.
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There is usually a local demand for vinegar and those having
surplus fruit can make vinegar for their own and for their neigh-
bors' use. It is often possible to build up a profitable local trade
and then gradually increase the output, so that a business of
considerable size may finally be established.

Fruits used for making vinegar should be sound and tree

ripened. Fruits, when ripe, contain more sugar than when green
or under-ripe and consequently produce a stronger vinegar.

All vinegar is made by two distinct processes, an alcoholic
fermentation followed by an acetic fermentation.

Pressing of Fruit: Make a mash of juicy fruits, like peaches,
pears, or grapes by crushing or running through food chopper.

Persimmons and figs, which have a high sugar and low moisture

content, should have water added in order to have the proper
concentration.

Alcoholic Fermentation: To one bushel fruit mash (4 gallon

stone crock) or to 5 gallons grape juice, add 1 cake yeast, first

mixed with some of the juice and then well mixed into the whole.

Stir daily and keep covered. In from 3 to 6 days, according to

temperature, when the yeast or alcoholic fermentation is com-

plete, strain off juice from mash. Usually by this time separa-

tion has to a great extent been accomplished by the action of

the yeast and straining through a cheesecloth is all that is neces-

sary.
Balling Readings. The progress of fermentation is readily ob-

served by determining the Balling degree from samples of the

fermenting liquid taken daily. When the alcoholic fermenta-

tion is complete the Balling hydrometer usually registers 0'.

Acetic Fermentation: A starter in the proportion of one part

vinegar to 4 parts of the juice is added and the crock covered

as before. Within a few days a thin coating or film will appear

on surface of juice. Care should be taken not to stir or agitate

crock while this process is going on. During the acetic fermenta-

tion, tests may be made to determine the acidity. This may be

determined accurately by use of a vinegar tester. As soon as

this has reached its maximum, filter, bottle and pasteurize.

For further information see Farmers Bulletin No. 1424-Mak-

ing Vinegar, by Edwin LeFevre.

STANDARD FOR VINEGAR

A fine table vinegar should be mellow, that is aged. It should

be sour without being harsh or biting and should have the dis-
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tinctive flavor, odor and characteristic of its kind. It should be
bright and clear and without flocculi. The vinegar should be
filtered, bottled (filled to over-flowing), and pasteurized. Vin-
egar will keep indefinitely and improve with age if well made.
Label should state name of product from which vinegar is made
and date when made.

It is not advocated that vinegar be made from fruit low in
sugar, i.e. from fruit to which sugar has to be added. The sugar
content of fruit juice can be determined by use of hydrometers
of which the Balling and Brix are most extensively used.

PRICE LIST FOR CANNED FRUITS

Name Grade Syrup Cost of Com- i Cost of Home
I mercial Qt. Canned Qt.

Guavas --..-........ Fancy- Thick
Seeded

Choice- Thick
Seeded

Standard-- Medium
Seeded

SPie-Seeded No Sugar
Figs --....--..-- ..---- Choice Thick

S Standard J Medium
Berries -

Blackberry ........ Fancy I Medium
Choice Thin

SPie I No Sugar

Blueberry .-....... I Fancy Medium
Choice Thin
Pie No Sugar

Mulberry .- .... Fancy Medium
S Choice Thin

Peaches Standard \
Fancy Thick

Sweet Pickled .... Choice Medium
P ie No Sugar

Pears Standard
S Fancy Thick

Sweet Pickled ... Choice Medium
Pie _No Sugar

Plums ............... Choice Thick
SStandard Medium

S Pie No Sugar
Fruit Salad .... Fancy -Medium

Choice Thick
Mangoes ............ Standard Medium

I Choice I Thick I
Pineapples ........ Standard Medium
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STANDARDS FOR CANNED FRUITS

Fancy Grade: Fruit of super!ative quality, very high color,
ripe but not over-ripe, free from blemishes, very uniform in size
and symmetrical in appearance. Heavy syrup. Extraordinarily
large peaches are often canned and called Melba.

Choice Grade: Fruit of fine quality, high color, ripe, yet not
over-ripe, free from blemishes, uniform in size and symmetri-
cal; is usually one size smaller than the Fancy Grade and is in
a moderately heavy syrup.

Standard Grade: Good quality fruit, reasonably good color,
reasonably free from blemishes, uniform in size, reasonably
uniform in color and degrees of ripeness, and reasonably sym-
metrical, and in a light syrup.

Pie Grade: Wholesome fruit not suitable to above grades. It
need not be uniform in size, maturity, color or appearance, and
may contain a few blemishes. It must not contain decayed fruit.
Little or no sugar is used.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR CANNING VEGETABLES

While the water bath canning method has been widely used in
the canning of non-acid vegetables in past years, we are recom-
mending at this time that only the steam pressure canner be
used. The steam pressure canner not only saves time but also
eliminates all spoilage difficulties when directions are carefully
followed. Since most vegetables have only a small amount of
acid as compared with fruits, this low degree of acidity, as we
have seen, permits the growth of certain bacteria, which are

Fig. 8.-Carefully canned vegetables are pleasing to the eye as well as to the palate.

very difficult to kill by heating. Vegetables, therefore, like all
meats, are hard to sterilize. (Tomatoes, which resemble fruit
in respect to their food value, are an exception.) Hence, a tem-
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perature above boiling (212 F.) is necessary. This requires the
use of the steam pressure cooker, and preferably tin cans and
the hand sealer, rather than glass jars. Neither the steam pres-
sure cooker nor the hand sealer is difficult to operate, and the
two can be obtained for a reasonable cost.

Only fresh, tender vegetables should be canned. They should
be perfectly sound, thoroughly washed and properly prepared.
There should be no reduction in the processing period, because
while it may be possible in many cases to preserve vegetables
with less cooking than is usually given in the time tables, any
less than the given periods of processing is increasing the chance
of spoilage. Any rational processing time table is based upon
wide and varied experiences of successful home canners and
should, therefore, be a fairly reliable guide.

When preparing canned vegetables for the table, they should
be examined very carefully. Any indication of spoilage, foreign
odor or taste, or any unusual appearance, should be sufficient
grounds for discarding that package. With ordinary care in
selection, preparation, and the use of the steam pressure in can-
ning of vegetables, the Florida housewife need have little fear of
feeding her family unwholesome foods.

Seasoning for Canned Vegetables: For most vegetables, 1 tea-
spoon of salt is used for each quart. In case of tomatoes, peas,
field peas and butterbeans, corn, carrots and beets, a salt and
sugar mixture tends to improve flavor. This is made in pro-
portion of 1 cup of salt to 2 cups of sugar. Use 2 level teaspoons
of this mixture for a quart, and 1 teaspoon for each pint.

BEANS

Beans-Butter: Select only fresh, young, tender beans. Wash
pods before shelling. Wash the shelled beans, drain, and cover
with boiling hot water. Cook 5 to 10 minutes. Pack boiling hot
into containers. When jar is packed half full, add 2 level tea-
spoons sugar and salt seasoning. See table II.

Beans-Snap: Only very small, tender, perfectly fresh beans
should be used for canning. The larger, harder the pods, the
lower their value for canning. Kentucky Wonder is a good var-
iety. Wash thoroughly, string, and cut into desired lengths.
Place in kettle, cover with boiling water, and boil 5 to 10 min-
utes uncovered. Pack in containers boiling hot, cover with
liquid in which boiled; add 1 teaspoon salt. Process immediately.
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When jar is filled with beans, cover with hot liquid in which
beans were pre-cooked. Seal and process immediately, according
to time table.

If mature beans or those which have grown starchy are used,
the time for processing should be increased 10 minutes.

BEETS

From the standpoint of quality, only young, tender beets
should be canned. Detroit Red is one of the best varieties to
use. Sort, leave one inch stem on each and all of the roots to
prevent bleeding. Wash thoroughly, using a scrubbing brush if
necessary. Boil with peeling on 15 to 20 minutes or until skin
will readily slip off; or cook 5 minutes at 10 pounds pressure,
allowing pressure to run down before opening pet-cock. Skin,
trim, and pack (as tightly as possible without crushing) into
glass jars or enamel lined cans. Fill with clear, boiling water,
seal and process.

CARROTS AND OTHER ROOT CROPS

Only very young, tender carrots, turnips, or parsnips should
be canned. Steam or boil until one-fourth cooked, or cook under
pressure to 10 pounds and open cooker when gauge registers
zero. Cut into halves, slice or dice, as preferred. Pack. Cover
with boiling water. Add salt and sugar mixture and process im-
mediately.

CELERY

Often at the celery growing centers, this vegetable may be
purchased very cheaply. Celery is easy to can and is delightful
to use in meat soups, cream of celery soup and au gratin dishes.

Prepare celery carefully by brushing well and scraping to re-
move any blemishes or defects. Cut into one half or one inch
lengths. Cover with water and cook 10 to 12 minutes. Pack boil-
ing hot into jars or cans, cover with liquid in which celery was
pre-cooked. Add 1 teaspoon salt to each quart, seal and process
immediately.

CHAYOTE AND SUMMER SQUASH

Select only young, tender fresh vegetables. Wash and cut
into halves if needed, for convenient packing. Steam 5 to 10 min-
utes. Pack into jars, add salt, cover with boiling water and pro-
cess immediately.
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CORN

Corn is best for canning when taken in the last days of the
milk stage. When it has passed the milky stage or when stale,
it is very hard to can successfully. Sweet corn deteriorates with
amazing rapidity; hence it should be allowed to stand but a very
short time after being taken from the stalk. Shuck, silk, and
clean carefully. A stiff bristle brush will help here. Do not cut
too deep. Cut from cob without pre-cooking. Scrape from cobs
with back of knife. Put in kettle and for every pint of corn
add 1 cup boiling water and 1 teaspoon of the salt and sugar
seasoning. Stir and allow to boil 12 to 15 minutes. Pack boiling
hot into containers. The pack should be loose and moist. Seal
tin cans-partly seal glass jars and process. Do not use quart
containers for corn.

GREENS OR POT HERBS

All greens, if canned when very young and tender, are a valu-
able addition to the dietary. Many plants are used for greens,
such as spinach, chard, kale, beet tops, turnip tops and mustard,
but in canning they are all treated practically in the same man-
ner. Can as soon as possible after they are picked. Sort and
wash thoroughly. Steam in pressure cooker or in a covered ves-
sel until completely wilted, adding as little water as possible.
Pack loosely while boiling hot into hot cans or jars. Add pot
liquor to cover, adding boiling water if necessary. Add 1 tea-
spoon salt. Process immediately.

OKRA

Select young, tender pods, one and a half to two inches long.
Remove stem without cutting into seed pod and leave whole.
Steam or pre-cook 3 to 5 minutes. Add salt. Pack hot, covering
with hot liquid in which okra was cooked. Process immediately.

PEAS

Blackeyed Peas may be packed with pork, the most popular
way, or may be made "vegetarian," by omitting the pork. If pork
is used in pack, it should be real, not mythical. Plenty should be
used, as it adds much to the flavor and palatability of the fin-
ished product. (The pork generally used in commercial packs is
salt pork sides. Cured bacon, however, adds a very pleasing zest,
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but it is seldom used as it is considerably more expensive than

the salt pork.)

The pork should be cut in cubes or slices. The amount used

per can helps to determine type and quality of product. The pork

for a No. 2 tin should weigh 0.6 oz., No. 3, 1.0 oz. It should be

in one piece and should show strips of lean meat and clear, firm

fat. When a tin is opened, it should show very few broken or

mushy peas. The peas should be neither tough nor soft and while

approximately firm, should crush easily between the fingers.

They should be full and firm and have a pleasing, nut-like

flavor. See also directions for English peas.
English Peas: Gather when cool, or in the early morning.

Select fresh, young ones and do not allow to stand long after

gathering. Wash pods well. Grade as to ripeness and size. Shell.

Wash shelled peas. Bring to boil with water to cover 5 to 7

minutes. Pack boiling hot into hot cans or jars. Add I teaspoon

sugar and salt seasoning to each pint. A gluey or cloudy liquor

may be the result of over-cooking, often too full a pack, or too

much mineral in the water. Water of high mineral content has

a tendency to increase cloudiness and may harden the peas.

Peas which are too mature or which are given too long a pre-

cook, may burst, allowing the starch to escape into the surround-

ing liquid. A cloudy appearance of the liquid of peas might also

indicate that spoilage had occurred.

PIMIENTOES

The best sweet peppers for canning are the Spanish varieties,

known as pimientoes. The fruits of these peppers have very

thick flesh, tough skins and are comparatively smooth and free

from ridges. (The bell peppers are not suitable for canning.)

Pimientoes should be ripe, sound and free from bruises. Sort,

using whole peppers for canning and the small or broken ones

for sauces, soups, chutneys and Dixie relish. Prepare for peel-

ing by placing peppers in a hot oven for 6 to 8 minutes in order

to blister and to crack the skin of the peppers before the flesh

is allowed to cook and soften, as would be the case if the oven

were not hot enough. Peel, cut out stem, remove seed and pack

dry in flattened layers. No water or seasoning is used in the

preparation of these peppers; the processing brings out a thick

liquor which almost covers them in the can or jar.
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PUMPKIN OR WINTER SQUASH

Wash the pumpkin, cut in halves or convenient slices, remove
seed and steam until tender (if in pressure cooker, 10 minutes
at 10 lbs. of pressure). Remove pulp from shell, run through
dilver or fruit press. Spices may be added to the pumpkin if
desired. Some think flavor is better if added at the time of
canning than when making the addition at the time of using.

The proportion of ground spices generally used for each quart
of steamed, strained pumpkin are: 1/ cup brown sugar, 2 tea-
spoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon salt and 1 teaspoon ginger. Stir
pulp until of a smooth, even consistency and pack into cans or
jars while hot. Heat to boiling and pack and process immediately.

SAUER KRAUT

Cabbage is converted into sauer kraut by a lactic acid fer-
mentation. This fermentation is carried out in a brine made
from the juice of the cabbage which is drawn out by the salt.
Kraut making affords a convenient means of conserving surplus
cabbage during periods of temporary over-production. Sauer
kraut, as well as the juice from sauer kraut, is a most valuable
and healthful food and should be more commonly used in Florida
homes.

Method: Select only good, sound heads of mature cabbage.
One pound of salt is used with 40 pounds of cabbage, 2 oz. (31/
Tbs.) with 5 pounds cabbage, 2 level teaspoons with 1 pound
cabbage. A 2-gallon crock holds 10 pounds or more; 1 pound
fills a pint jar.

Remove outside green and dirty leaves. Quarter the head and
cut out the core. (In some commercial factories core is not re-
moved.) Weigh cabbage. For shredding, use a kraut cutting
machine which shreds finely and rapidly. (Cost of cutting ma-
chine about $1.75-$2.50.) Mix salt and cabbage in large pan
thoroughly for even distribution. Pack cabbage gently but not
too lightly in crock until nearly full. Cover with a cloth, plate
and weight. Fermentation will be complete in 6 to 8 days, if
temperature is kept at 86 0 F. At lower temperature 10 to 12
days may be required.

Daily care must be given to sauer kraut. A scum soon forms
on the surface of the brine. As this scum tends to destroy the
acidity and may affect the cabbage, it should be skimmed off
from time to time.
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As soon as the fermentation is complete, the sauer kraut
should be heated to boiling and packed hot in glass jars. Pro-
cess immediately 16 minutes below boiling. Tin may be used
in place of glass, if desired.

TOMATOES

Plain Canned: Tomatoes have a considerable amount of acid
which checks the growth of heat-resistant bacteria. They are
easily sterilized just as fruits are, at 212 0 F.

Select firm, uniformly red, ripe tomatoes. Sort and reject
those which are spoiled in any way. Scald in boiling water-
about 1 to 2 minutes, or long enough to crack and loosen the
skin. Remove and chill in cold water. Cut out core with a slender,
pointed knife and slip off the skins. Pack at once tightly into
hot jars or tins, pressing each layer down with back of wooden
paddle until it releases enough juice to cover the fruit. Add 2
teaspoons of sugar and salt mixture to each quart. If packed
cold in cans, the filled cans should be heated in boiling water or
live steam for 5 minutes before sealing. Sterilize as directed in
Table I. Do not add any water as it is an adulteration and cannot
be sold, nor should they be entered in competitive exhibits, as
"Canned Tomatoes." The only liquid in a standard 4-H product
of plain, canned tomatoes is the juice which is pressed out and
cooks out of the tomatoes in the container during the processing.
The thin juice which drains from the tomatoes during the peel-
ing and coring may be added, if needed.

Tomato Puree and Hot Sauce: Tomato puree or sauce is very
convenient for flavoring many dishes, such as stews, soups and
macaroni. Cook until soft. Run through fruit press or dilver.
Concentrate the puree by boiling to at least one-half its original
volume. Season. Pack boiling hot into jars or cans and process.
If a hot sauce is desired, add chopped onions and hot peppers to
tomatoes before cooking and screening.

VEGETABLES FOR SOUP

Any desired mixture of vegetables may be canned for home
use. The 4-H product consists of 1 quart of concentrated tomato
pulp, 1 pint young tender corn or tiny butter beans, 1 pint okra,
4 teaspoons salt and sugar seasoning, 1 small onion, chopped,
and 1i/ cup chopped sweet red pepper. Cook the tomatoes, pepper
and onions and put through dilver or fruit press to remove seed
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(this is optional), then cook to the consistency of ketchup. Meas-
ure, add the corn or beans and okra, which have been prepared
as for canning, add seasoning, and cook all together for 10 min-
utes. Pack boiling hot into hot jars or cans and process immedi-
ately.

If all of the vegetables recommended are not available, others
may be substituted. Celery makes a valuable addition to the
mixture.

PRICE LIST AND STANDARDS FOR CANNED
VEGETABLES

Cost of Cost of Home
Name Grade Commercial Can Canned Vege-

____ per Pint I tables per Pint
Beans-Lima .... Choice

Standard
Beans-String .. jFancy (small) I

Fancy
Beets (baby) .... Standard

IChoice
Celery ................ Standard

OSweet
Corn .................... Field__
Macedoine ........ Fancy ] -

Peas-English .. Fancy-sifted No. 1
Fancy-sifted No. 2
Choice-sifted No. 3
Choice-sifted No. 4

Standard

Peas-Pork and Choice
Blackeyed ...... I
Blackeyed-- Standard

Vegetarian I
Spinach or Standard

Other Greens
SFancy

Sauer-Kraut .-.... Standard
Fancy

Tomatoes .......... Standard __

QUALITY STANDARDS FOR CANNED VEGETABLES

Lima Beans are classified as tiny, fancy, medium standard and
mammoth. The smallest sizes are most tender, sweetest, and
most desirable.

Snap Beans should be of a deep green color; crisp, tender,
fleshy, and free from fibre and strings when of the highest
grade.
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Florida Blackeyed Peas should be tender and sweet, with
young snaps free of fibre or string. Pork should be in one piece,
show strips of lean meat, and clear, firm fat.

Beets for canning must be of small size, of uniform deep red
color, tender and of good flavor.

Sweet corn varieties are suitable for canning. The kernels
should be sweet and tender, of good flavor and cooking quality.
Most commercial canned corn is packed in No. 2 cans. Fancy
canned sweet corn is the product from young tender corn of su-
perior flavor and of such degree of maturity that the kernels
are milky or creamy.

Sauer Kraut: Good edible kraut must be of normal acid flavor,
uniform cut, of light straw or golden color and crisp.

Canned Tomatoes are prepared from sound, ripe, fresh toma-
toes. Fancy tomatoes are canned whole; select tomatoes of uni-
form, red color, free from pieces of skin or core, and with or
without almost whole tomatoes, and with or without a few large
pieces usually with a level teaspoon of a mixture of sugar and
salt added to improve the flavor.

Standard pack tomatoes consist of small ones, those of im-
perfect color, not soft ones and those trimmed reasonably free
from under-colored parts and from pieces of skin and core.

Addition of water in tomatoes is never necessary or desirable
and constitutes an adulteration.

BUSINESS STANDARDS FOR CANNED PRODUCTS

Before placing canned goods upon the market, it is necessary
first to establish a high grade of home canners' products and to
maintain a uniform quality. If uniformity is obtained, both the
process of growing the product as well as the packing (canning)
must be carefully controlled. The products must be brought to
certain definite and predetermined standards for splendid quality
and pleasing appearance. It is necessary, therefore, to know what
standards and prices have been set by the commercial canning
trade-against whom the home canner competes. The following
table will assist in determining the price to place upon home
canned products, after figuring the production cost.

Cost per Quart of Fruit (Total divided by total qts.)... .... ....-....... .....
Cost per Quart of Vegetables (Total cost divided by total

qts.) ..... .................... .............. . ... ---- $----
Profit per Hour (Net profit divided by total hrs.).......---$..-....-------
Labor returns per hour (Add 15 cents to above) .......... $..----.....-----
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TABLE I.-CONDENSED DIRECTIONS FOR CANNING FRUITS AND TOMATOES.

Minutes to
Sterilize

Min. to Quart Jars
Fruit Preparation Before Processing Pre-cook in Boiling

Water or
_Steam*

Berries, Pick over, wash, hull or stem. Pack
all varieties in containers, fill with hot, thin 12-20

or medium syrup.

Cherries- Use fine, ripe fruit. Pre-cook, pack
Surniam .... hot in light or medium syrup. 1-2 16

Sort, wash, firm, ripe figs. Pre-
Figs ............. cook. Pack hot in medium or 2-6 120

heavy syrup.

Fruits for I Use fruit perfect in form and fruit See direc-
Salad ........ color. Trim carefully. Cook each tions 10-16

separately in light syrup.

Use only thoroughly ripened fruit.
Grapefruit .... Peel, separate hearts from all

rag or membrane. Add 1 tea- 30
spoonful heavy syrup or % tea-
spoonful salt. Process at 180°F.
(below boiling).

Grapes, Select firm, ripe grapes. Prepare
Muscadine by removing pulps or keep From 5 m.

whole. See special directions. to 2 hrs.

Guavas .......... Pack whole or cut and remove
seed. Use thin or medium sy- 2-3 16-20
rup; or put through dilver, cook
thick and pack hot as sauce.

Remove stem, blossom end and
Loquats ....... seed, unless almond flavor is

desired. Use light or medium 2-4 20
syrup.

Mangoes ...... Peel, slice, pre-cook in syrup. 16-20
I Pack hot.

Use firm, ripe peaches. Scald, cold About
Peaches ........ dip, peel, pit. Pack in thin or 1-2 16-20

medium syrup.
*Tins require 5 minutes less than glass. Drop tins immediately in cold

water when removed from pressure cooker.
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TABLE I.-CONDENSED DIRESTIONS FOR CANNING FRUITS AND TOMATOES.-
Continued.

Minutes to
Sterilize

Fruit Preparation Before Processing Min. to Quart Jars
Pre-cook in Boiling

Water or
Steam*

Pare, leave whole or cut as pre-
Pears ............ ferred. Boil in syrup or bake as 5-10 16-20

for serving. Add medium syrup. 1
Pack hot.

Pineapples .... Wash well, slice, peel and core. 8-10 10
Pre-cook. Pack in medium syrup.

Select firm, ripe but not over ripe,
Plums ........... fruit. Prick. Let stand in hot- 12-15

syrup until cool. Pack hot in
medium syrup.

Use roselle just at maturity. Add
Roselle ....... equal measure of water to pre-

pared calyces. Cook until ten- 8-12
der. Pack hot.

Scald, cold dip, peel and core. Pack
Tomatoes ..... whole or cut in pieces. Pack sol- Scald

id in jars. Add salt and sugar 1-2 22
mixture.

Boil fruit until soft, press and
Jelly Juices.... strain juice. Can hot. Add no

sugar. (Tins not recommended 10
for fruit juices.)

Peel, crush or press fruit. Heat
Fruit Juices .. slowly to simmering point. Pasteurize

Strain. Add 1 cup sugar to one 165" F.
gallon juice. Can hot. Process 180° F.
below boiling.

*Tins require 5 minutes less than glass. Drop tins immediately in cold
water when removed from pressure cooker.
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TABLE II.-CONDENSED DIRECTIONS FOR CANNING VEGETABLES.

Minutes for
Minutes Processing

Vegetable Preparation Before Processing for Pre- at 10 Lbs.
Cook- Pressure

Qts. Qts.
Glass Cans

Use only young, tender beans.
Beans, Wash, shell. Pre-cook. Add salt 5-10 35 30

Butter ... and sugar mixture.
Wash, string, cut; pre-cook in

Beans, boiling water to cover. Add salt.
Snap ........ Use liquid beans are cooked in 5-10 55 50

to fill jar.

Use only baby beets. Do not
break root or cut top too close.

Beets .... Pre-cook, peel, pack. Add salt. 15-20 35 30
Fill container with boiling wa-
ter.

Carrots and Use only very young and tender
other roots. Clean, scrape, pre-cook.
Roots ...... Pack, add salt and sugar mix- 5-10 35 30

ture; process at once.
Prepare carefully. Pre-cook. Pack I

Celery ........ boiling hot in container, using 10-12 35 30
cooking liquor to cover salt.

Chayote and Use only young, tender vegetables.
Summer Wash, cut into halves. Steam,
Squash .... pack into jars. Salt. Add boil- 5-10 35 30

ing water to cover.
Use when in milky stage. Prepare,

Corn ........ pre-cook, add salt and sugar 12-15 90 85
mixture, pack hot.

ITrim, wash, pre-cook or steam.
All Greens.. Pack closely in container. Salt,

cover with boiling liquid. Pro- 12-15 55 50
cess at once.

Use only young, tender pods-1%Y
Okra ...... inch long. Wash, cut, steam, 5-7 35 30

I pack hot.

Peas, Black- Gather in early morning, do not
eyed and let stand. Grade, shell, pre-cook 5-7 55 50
English .. Add seasoning. Pack hot.

Roast in hot oven. Skin, cut out
Pimiento .... stem, remove seed, pack dry in

flattened layers in pints or half 6-8 35 30
____ pints.__

Potato- Storage rather than canning rec-
Sweet ...... ommended.

Pumpkin orI
Winter Steam until tender. Pack hot. Pro- 75 70
Squash .... cess immediately.

Sauer Bring to boil, pack hot and pro-
Kraut ...... cess immediately below boiling

___ 20 minutes.
Vegetables

for Soup.. See special directions, page 40. 10 50 45
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POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN CANNING

1. Have all equipment in readiness before canning is started.

2. Do not attempt to can large quantities at one time unless
sufficient help is available to carry all processes through care-
fully and quickly.

3. A processing table is not infallible. It is based upon prop-
erly matured, properly prepared materials, properly packed into
jars that have been properly manipulated.

4. The largest part of spoilage in home canned fruits and
vegetables is due to imperfect containefs and to carelessness or
mistakes in applying instructions. Use common sense.

5. The more nearly matured the vegetable, i. e. the more
nearly ripe, the longer it should be processed.

6. Too much solid material packed into a jar will reduce the
amount of free liquid and will therefore retard the rate of heat
penetration to the center of the jar. Therefore, do not pack
product too closely in containers.

7. Hard water should not be used for filling jars. It will tend
to discolor some vegetables and to harden them.

8. Count time after pressure is up to desired point or water
has started to boil.

9. Cool jars and cans as quickly as possible and store in

cool, dark, dry room.

10. Prepare for exhibition purposes a few jars of choicest
products which are especially attractive.
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Fig. 9.-You can!

YOU CAN!

"For the fruit you cannot use
There's a can,

And for the meat that you might lose
There's a can;

If you put up peas and beans,
Corn and squash, anl leafy greens,

There's a can!

"Then for the unexpected guest
There's a can.

When you truly need a rest,
There's a can.

If the children whine and fret,
And the meal you hate to get,

Oh, yes! Your can!

"If some dollars you should need,
There's a can.

For some furniture,-let's say reed,
There's a can.

Take some cans from off the shelf
To the market,-claim your pelf,

Ah, that's a can!"
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